The State Property Committee of the Republic of Belarus hereby declares sales by auctions and tenders of equity stock owned by the country’s Government in the authorized capital of companies and enterprises as the asset complex of republican unitary enterprises.

Any person interested in purchasing the equity stock owned by the Government in the authorized capital of companies and enterprises as the asset complex should lodge a relevant application to the State Property Committee (address: 22, Krasnozvyozdny Lane, Minsk, 220005).

The shares of joint stock companies and enterprises as asset complexes owned by the Government shall be sold by the decision of the President of the Republic of Belarus.

The procedure of conducting auctions and tenders for selling privatization targets is determined by Resolution No. 1929 of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Belarus of December 31, 2010.

Brief information (information memoranda) on joint-stock companies included to the List of open joint-stock companies for privatization in 2016, as well as the List of joint-stock companies, which stocks are possessed and disposed by the State Property Committee, is available in the section “Information for Investors” – http://www.gki.gov.by/inf_for_investors/interes/.

Contact phone numbers of the State Property Committee: (017) 284 85 62, 284 93 05, 288 11 52.